Monolithic to Microservices
Consulting Services
4 weeks assessment of your monolithic applications
landscape
Overview of the Offering
Birlasoft offer Complete assessment of your enterprise IT systems or existing monolithic applications and
provide a strategic roadmap for an easy adoption of microservices. Microservices help in the seamless migration
of your monolithic apps and legacy systems to a microservices-based architecture.

What to Expect

How it works
•

Identification of business problems and challenges

•

Understand pain areas related to using monolithic
applications

•

Perform health check of monolithic applications
landscape using Birlasoft tools

•

Suggestions on the best solution for migrating the
monolithic applications to microservices

•

Suggestions on the best solution for – Porting;
Upgrading; Technology Migration; Re-engineering

•

Recommendations on technology stack

•

Present high-level plan and estimated price

•

Demonstration of how to modernize processes, highlevel architecture and infrastructure for business
applications

•

Discover unsupported hardware and software that
can be eliminated, and understand latest technology
platforms, which allow for easier integration, and
faster turnaround time

•

Identify and initiate the process to migrate digital
assets, services and applications to cloud

•

Develop a roadmap for migration of existing
application portfolio to cloud, especially meant
for business-critical applications

•

Define decision tree for selecting cloud computing
models and platforms for meeting business
requirements

To know more, contact us at digital@birlasoft.com
Resources

digital@birlasoft.com | birlasoft.com

Enterprise to the Power of DigitalTM
Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified The CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its
10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 158-year heritage of building sustainable communities.
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